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Opinions of sopherS3   an<l even   ty  ^e Poets,   of   the
Pagan mo- Pagan world. They declaimed against
raiists on it as a mutable and inconsistent principle ;
M» bad: they iaraented the fatal effects which,
under the name of false glory, it had produced on
the peace and happiness of mankind. They con-
demned the pursuit of it when it led its followers out
of the path of virtue, and taught that the praise of
the wise and of the good only was to be desired.
But it was reserved for the page of Scripture to
And Scrip- Pomt ou^ ^0 us distinctly, wherein it is apt
tun lessons to be essentially defective and vicious,
stated and an<j to discover to us more fully its en-
illustrate . ^Q^^g nature and dangerous tenden-
cies; teaching us at the same time, hosw, being
purified from its corrupt qualities, and reduced under
just subordination, it may be brought into legitimate
exercise, and be directed to its true end.
In the sacred volume we are throughout re-
minded, that we are originally the creatures of
God's formation, and continual dependants on his
bounty. There too we learn the painful lesson of
man's degradation and unworthiness. We learn, that
humiliation and contrition are the dispositions of
mind best suited to our fallen condition, and most
acceptable in the sight of our Creator. We learn,
that to the repression and extinction of that spirit
of arrogance and self-importance which are so na-
tural to the heart of man, it should be our habitual
care to cherish and cultivate these lowly tempers ;
studiously maintaining a continual sense, that, not
only for all the natural advantages over others
which we may possess, but for all our moral supe-
riority also, we are altogether indebted to the unme-
rited goodness of God. It might perhaps be said
to be the great end and purpose of all revelation, and

